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Abstract

Awareness of adverse health effects of urban aerosols has increased general

interest in aerosol sources. As diesel engines are one significant urban

anthropogenic particle source, diesel aerosols have been under intense research

during the last decades. This thesis discusses the measurement issues related to

the diesel exhaust particles, focusing on the effective density measurement with

ELPI-SMPS and TDMA-ELPI methods and presents some additional

performance issues not discussed in the papers.

As the emergence of volatile nanoparticles in the diesel exhaust is sensitive to

prevailing circumstances there is a need to properly control the dilution

parameters in laboratory measurements in order to obtain repeatable and

reproducible results. In addition to the dilution parameters, the effect of ambient

temperature on the light duty vehicle exhaust particulate emission was studied.

It was found that turbocharged diesel engines were relatively insensitive to

changes in ambient temperature whereas particle emissions from naturally

aspirated gasoline vehicles were significantly increased at low temperatures.

The measurement of effective density and mass of aerosol particles with DMA

and impactor was studied and applied to characterisation of diesel exhaust

particles. The TDMA-ELPI method was used for determination of the volatile

mass of diesel exhaust particles as a function of particle size. Based on the

measurement results, condensation was suggested to be the main phenomena

driving volatile mass transfer to the exhaust particles. Identification of the

process and the separation of volatile and solid mass may become important as

some health effect studies suggest the volatile fraction to be a key component

causing the biological effects of diesel exhaust particles.
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1 Introduction

Air pollution has irritated people for centuries. Philosophers have made notes

about poor air quality of Rome already A.D. 611 and the emergence of air

pollution regulations date back to 1272 when King Edward I of England banned

the use of sea coal in London2. As cities grew larger the smoke and air pollution

problems became worse: In the 19th century Great Britain several committees

studied the problem and police was empowered to enforce provisions against

smoke1. Technological advancement did not always improve air quality; as the

steam locomotive was invented and railroad travel started to flourish the smoke

problem got even worse. Retrospective analyses of vital records from the end of

the 19th century have implied smoke related deaths in London2. Some

technological inventions also helped to decrease smoke problem. At the end of

the 19th century a Frenchman Maximillian Ringelmann invented a kind of

opacimeter, initially intended to tune up coal fired boilers, was later applied also

for regulative purposes: E.g. in Philadelphia 1904 Ringelmann type opacimeter

was used to classify smoke emissions and it was unlawful to emit too dark

smoke3. With the help of technological improvements, such as use of electrical

motor instead of steam engine together with the use of oil instead of coal, ash

emissions decreased from its peak between years 1930-19501,4.

As the number of automobiles increased in the 20th century, new air pollution

problem was to emerge: Los Angeles experienced its first smog event in 1943

that could not be explained by traditional sources. Hydrocarbon emissions were

found to play a role in formation of this new type of smog*,5. In unfavourable

* First used by Dr. Henry Antoine Des Voeux 1905 in his paper “Fog and

Smoke”
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weather conditions the exhaust emission from motor vehicles can form large,

light scattering particles through photochemical reactions5. To improve outdoor

air quality, regulations were set for several different aerosol sources including

motor vehicles. Before 1970 regulations concerned gaseous components like

volatile organic compounds, nitrogenous oxides and carbon monoxide6,7. The

first regulation directly related to aerosol particles was effective in 1970 in the

form of exhaust opacity. Opacity remained as the only particle related regulation

until 1987 when particulate matter (PM) mass from motor vehicles were

federally regulated in the USA. In Europe the first mass based emission

standards EURO I were introduced and effective in 1992 and 1994 respectively.

Since then the mass emission limits have decreased significantly. The EURO IV

(2005) limits for the allowed PM are over 80% and 90% lower than the EURO I

levels for light and heavy duty diesel vehicles respectively. The decrease in PM

emission has its implications also to the PM measurement at the future emission

levels. One difficulty is the volatile hydrocarbons, which may be adsorbed on

the filter and cause sensitivity and repeatability problems for the traditional

filter mass measurement8.

The driving force to limit the exhaust PM mass emissions have been the risen

awareness of the adverse health effects of ambient PM9. In 1971 regulations

concerning ambient PM mass, were introduced in the USA10. This was rather

late considering that studies suggesting PM as a factor causing the adverse

health effects date back to the 193111,12. Nowadays, PM has been estimated to

cause nearly 100000 pre-mature deaths in Europe alone every year13. Since the

introduction, the outdoor PM mass limits have shifted from regulating the total

suspended particulate (TSP) to mass of particles having aerodynamic diameter

smaller than 10μm (PM10). Currently regulations for particles smaller than

2.5μm in aerodynamic diameter (PM2.5), are put to effective in USA14and
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Europe15 as these particles can penetrate deep into the lungs16,17. However, as

the origin of the adverse health effects remains unveiled, more information is

needed on the properties of the urban ambient particles. As particle emissions

from internal combustion engines are one major source of urban PM, its

properties have been under intense research – within and outside automotive

industry.

This thesis has been motivated by general interest in aerosols, measurements

and motor vehicles. The two targets of this thesis were: 1) Study the

measurement of internal combustion engine exhaust particles (Papers I and II)

2) Study the measurement of effective density and mass of aerosol particles

(Papers III, IV, V and VI). In the first paper a dilution concept designed for

repeatable and reproducible measurement of volatile diesel nanoparticles was

studied. The second paper studies how the emission from different engine

technologies and the instrument response, is affected by change in the ambient

temperature. Both of these papers indicate difficulties in reproducible

measurement of the volatile nanoparticle emission. In paper III a methodology

to measure average effective density for particle distribution is presented. Paper

IV is an extension to the paper III in order to make the method more applicable

to the measurement of diesel exhaust particles. Paper V utilises the numerical

calculation method presented in paper III in another common measurement

setup and presents the performance of the combined system. In paper VI the

methodology, presented in paper V, is used to study the volatile mass fraction of

diesel exhaust particles.

The paper I is based on measurements, carried out by author and Dr. Urs

Mathis. The results are also presented in author’s M.Sc. thesis. The data analysis

and major fraction of writing of the papers II, V, and VI has been done by
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author. All the measurements in the papers V and VI, and some of the

measurements in paper III are made by author. Author is also responsible for the

Matlab code used to calculate the effective densities in papers III-VI.

2 Particulate emission measurement from vehicles

Though there is no common real life driving pattern, a standardized driving

pattern is needed to make the laboratory measurements repeatable and

reproducible. In practice two approaches has been used: 1) Measure several

steady state load points and define emission as some kind of average of the load

points. 2) Drive a standardized driving cycle with strict speed limits and define

the emission over the cycle. The first method is followed with heavy duty and

the latter with light duty vehicles. Examples of the driving cycles for the light

duty vehicles are presented in Figure 1.

Regardless of differences in the driving cycles (Figure 1), actual regulatory

limits and other detailed specifications, different emission particulate standards

are similar: A driving pattern is driven and exhaust PM is collected on a filter.

The filter is weighted and mass emission is calculated. As the regulative limits

for the PM has significantly decreased the emitted mass, repeatability problems

with the standard filter measurement starts to emerge; gaseous hydrocarbons

adsorbed on the filter begins to count in the mass measurement with the

forthcoming emission limits8. To overcome the repeatability issues the effects of

several sampling details such as filter temperature and face velocities, are

considered18,19.
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Figure 1 Driving cycles for light duty vehicles. European ECE+EUDC cycle

(above) and American FTP-75 cycle (below).
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2.1 Effects of sampling on exhaust particles

Incomplete combustion and lubricant leaks result in an escape of carbonaceous

soot particles and hydrocarbons from the cylinder. Initially the number of the

primary soot particles is large enough for fast coagulation and formation of

larger particles20,21. These larger particles are called agglomerates (Figure 2).

When present, hydrocarbons can be adsorbed on the surface of the soot particles

(Figure 2). While the hot exhaust gas cools, some of the gaseous components

may also condense on the particles. If the exhaust cools fast enough,

condensation is unable to remove the excess material from the gas phase and

new volatile particles can be formed from the gaseous components by

nucleation22,23,24 (Figure 2). Such a rapid cooling can occur e.g. when the

exhaust gas enters the atmosphere or a dilutor. Properties of the gaseous

compounds and rate of temperature change define which of the processes take

place and how the volatile mass is distributed on the particles. In all, over 50%

of the measured particulate mass can be volatile25,26. As the formation of the

nucleation mode particles is sensitive to kinetics and several other dilution

parameters23,24,27 (Paper I), reproducible measurement of the volatile matter or

particles is difficult.
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Figure 2 Schematic figure of the diesel soot particles, mass transfer of volatile

compounds on the particles.

In the Particulates* program new vehicle exhaust dilution scheme was

developed in order to establish a method for reproducible measurement of solid

and volatile particles28. The partial flow dilution strategy was selected as it

enables easier control over the dilution parameters than normal full flow

constant volume sampler (CVS). Paper I covers several experimental issues

regarding nucleation mode formation in order to establish a set of dilution

parameters for the basis of good reproducibility of nucleation mode. A new

finding presented in paper I was that the formation of the nucleation mode

particles can be suppressed by increasing the airspeed used to cool the engine. It

* Characterisation of exhaust particulate emissions from road vehicles ; Funded

by the European commission – Directorate General Energy and Transport (EC-

DG TREN)
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was verified that the suppression of the formation of nucleation mode particles

was related to exhaust pipe cooling. This finding demonstrates the sensitivity of

nucleation mode particle formation and extends the need for proper parameter

control outside the actual dilution process. In the worst case it ruins the

reproducibility of the nucleation mode in dynamometer measurements as the

(air) flow pattern around the exhaust pipe can depend on the number of

dynamometer rolls. Other authors have also demonstrated the suppressing effect

of exhaust pipe cooling on formation of nucleation mode particles29. In general,

this finding is related to the storage release effects30,31. As a continuation of the

work done in paper I, Ntziachristos et al32 reported inter-laboratory results of the

repeatability and reproducibility with the dilution parameters suggested in paper

I.

In CVS, used to dilute the exhaust gas for the regulatory purposes, a constant

flow is maintained in the dilution tunnel. A drawback of such arrangement is

that the dilution ratio changes with the exhaust gas flow: When the exhaust flow

increases, the dilution ratio decreases. Therefore, during the test cycle, the

conditions for the volatile matter behaviour can change from adsorption to

nucleation. In turn this can hamper repeatability and reproducibility of filter PM

mass measurements as some of the previously collected volatile material may

also evaporate from the filter and dilution tunnel walls. Though the repeatability

and reproducibility may suffer from the variable dilution ratio of the CVS, the

non-constant dilution ratio may simulate random dilution conditions of the real

world.
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2.2 Aspects to the future PM measurement

The lack of concentration standard for aerosol measurements makes it difficult

to select an alternative for the mass measurement for regulatory purposes. In

addition, as no typical shape of aerosol particle exists, aerosol measurements

except number count and mass, are measurement of some equivalent value:

mobility, electrical mobility, aerodynamic or optical diameter etc. This means

that in the instruments, the response of the true, possibly non-spherical particle

is compared to the response of a spherical calibration particle.

Considering only spherical particles, the best aerosol calibration standard is for

diameter. The diameter of commercially available polymer microspheres can be

traced back to National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST). In

practice, however, as aerosols are dynamic systems, one must be careful when

generating aerosol from such microspheres. Too high concentration either in the

suspension or in the gas phase may result in the coagulation of the spheres. In

turn this changes concentration and the equivalent diameter. Additional

difficulties in calibration and aerosol generation rise from the fact that aerosols

exists over several orders of magnitude in diameter. In practice, aerosol particles

of specific (equivalent electrical mobility) diameter are generated from aerosol

distribution with the help of Differential Mobility Analyzer (DMA)33,34.

The lack of calibration standards poses a challenge for measurement of absolute

values from aerosols. Considering future PM emission limits, if some other

parameter than mass would be accepted for the measured exhaust PM

characteristic, more sensitive methods can be found35. Unfortunately from the

regulative point of view, the more sensitive methods do not necessary relate to

any common property. On the other hand, this may be the case also with the

adverse health effects.
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One candidate for future PM measurement setup, reaching for better sensitivity,

is currently developed in the Particulate Measurement Program* (PMP). In the

PMP project a common full flow dilution system is used and in addition to

normal mass measurement the total number concentration of thermally treated

(solid) particles is measured with a Condensation Particle Counter (CPC)36.

First reports imply smaller variation in number based results than obtained with

refined filter mass measurements37. As in the PMP project the nucleation mode

particles are suppressed with thermal treatment, the method does not suffer from

the sensitivity of formation of the volatile nanoparticles.

2.2.1 PM emission and subzero ambient temperature

The negligence of the measurement of volatile nanoparticles is a drawback of

the PMP setup as these particles do exist at the roadside38,39. Additionally, the

amount of roadside nanoparticles is affected by the ambient temperature39.

Therefore it is unfortunate that the PM emission at cold ambient temperatures is

not controlled though the first regulations concerning low ambient temperature

gaseous emissions were established in 1992 in the US40. In Europe, EU

directive regulating gaseous emissions at -7˚C was effective in 200241.

Paper II studied how the emission of current light duty vehicles is changed due

to decrease in ambient temperature. The focus was on the measurement of diesel

exhaust nucleation mode particles at sub-zero temperatures; especially the

possibility of nucleation mode particle evaporation due to temperature rise in

the instruments located at normal room temperature. This was done by

* Particle Measurement Programme ; Transport division of United Nations

Economic Commission for Europe (UNECE); http://www.unece.org
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simultaneous measurement of sub-zero diesel exhaust sample with two pairs of

ELPI (Electrical Low Pressure impactor)42,43 and SMPS (Scanning Mobility

Particle Spectrometer)44. One instrument pair (ELPI and SMPS) was located at

ambient temperature of the vehicle (sub-zero) and the other pair was located at

normal room temperature (+24˚C). Fortunately, no signs of evaporation of the

nucleation mode particles were detected. The outcome of the paper II was that

the instruments (ELPI and DMA) can be located at room temperature without

distorting the number distribution at the sub-zero temperature. This simplifies

the measurement setup in future sub-zero PM research studies. The number

based emissions measured over the ECE+EUDC cycles are presented in Figure

3.

Figure 3 The average emission of particles (#/km) over the ECE+EUDC cycle.

MPI refers to common (multiple port fuel injection) gasoline engine and GDI to

gasoline direct injection technique. The MPI values are multiplied with 10 in

order to make them visible on same y-axis. (Paper II)
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It can be concluded from the Figure 3, that the particulate emissions from the

turbocharged diesel engines are not as severely affected by the ambient

temperature as the emission from the gasoline technologies. However, the PM

emissions from the gasoline technologies are significantly lower than with the

diesel technology at both ambient temperatures. The vehicles were not equipped

with particulate filters.

Considering the measurement of the particle number, it should be noted that for

each technology tested (Figure 3), about one third of the emitted particles were

(semi-)volatile in nature. As these particles would not be measured with the

measurement setup of the PMP project, disagreement between the real world

and laboratory particulate number will occur. If it turns out that most of the

future PM emissions are volatile18 and the volatile diesel PM is the key

component causing the adverse biological effects45,46, the regulative

measurement suggested by PMP program does not necessarily decrease the

emission of harmful PM. In the worst case, if only number of solid particles, i.e.

the surface available for condensation, is limited by regulative measures, the

number of volatile particles may actually increase. This occurs e.g. with

particulate filters47,48,49.

2.2.2 Alternatives in diesel exhaust PM measurement

Mass could be regarded to be the most common and important property of

aerosol regarding the exhaust PM as the regulations are based on total mass.

Though the filter method faces sensitivity problems, other (electrical) mass

measurement methods have also their limitations: Accurate, “single” particle

mass measurement techniques, such as Millikan cell50, Aerosol Particle Mass
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Spectrometer51 (APM) or special arrangement of Tandem-DMA52 (TDMA) are

not suitable for measuring total PM over transient cycle. The real time (direct)

total mass measurement techniques, such as piezoelectric crystal method or

tapered element oscillating microbalance (TEOM)53 also suffers similar

sensitivity problems at new mass emission limit levels as standard filter mass

measurement8,19,54.

Particles could be measured with devices such as Photoelectric/Diffusion

Chargers or CPCs. However, though these instruments are based on

measurement of electrical charge or particle count and have higher sensitivity

than mass based methods35, the problem is that their response is not directly

related to the regulated mass. Instead, many of the instruments (Dekati Mass

Monitor (DMM)55,56, ELPI , Engine Exhaust Particle Sizer (EEPS) or Fast

Mobility Particle Sizer (FMPS) and SMPS, utilizing the effective density

concept to calculate the total mass, have been found to correlate well with

normal filter based method19.

3 Effective density concept and single particle

mass

The effective density concept links the mobility diameter to the aerodynamic

diameter. Previous studies57,58 have shown that with the help of effective density

and mobility diameter the particle mass can be calculated regardless of its

shape. In following the main equations establishing the link between

aerodynamic and mobility diameters and the effective density concept are

presented.
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The dynamic shape factor is defined as the ratio of the true drag (Ftrue),

experienced by the particle, to the drag experienced by the mass equivalent

sphere (Fmass) at the same speed (Equation 1)58,59.

Equation 1
mass

true

F

F
=χ

As the mechanical mobility (B) of two particles are same if they have the same

terminal velocity (v) in a force field (v=FB) a relationship between mass (dmass)

and mobility equivalent diameter (dmob) can be constructed.

Equation 2 masstrue FF χ=

Equation 3
masstrue B

v

B

v χ=

Equation 4
mobmasstrue BBB

11 == χ

By using the definition for mechanical mobility we obtain

Equation 5
mob

mob

mass

mass

C

d

C

d πηπηχ 33
=

Equation 6 mob
mob

mass
mass d

C

C
d

χ
=
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“C” refers to the slip correction factor, “ ” to density and “η” to viscosity. The

subscripts “mob” refer to mobility and “mass” to mass equivalent particle.

Aerodynamic diameter is considered as the diameter of a spherical particle

having unit density (1g/cm3) and the same settling velocity as the true particle.

Relationship between aerodynamic and mass equivalent diameter can be

obtained from their definitions: By the definition of aerodynamic diameter, both

particles have the same settling velocity in the gravitational field:

Equation 7 aeroaerograv
mass

gravtruegrav BF
B

FBF _===
χ

υ

Equation 8
aero

aeroaero

mass

massmassp

d

C
g

d

d

C
g

d

πη
πρ

χπη
πρ

3636

3
0

3

=

g refers to gravity and subscripts “aero” to aerodynamic, “p” to particle bulk

value and “0” to unit value (1g/cm3).

After rearrangement we end up with Equation 9.

Equation 9 2
0

2
aero

mass

aero
massp d

C

C
d ρχρ =

Using Equation 6 we obtain:

Equation 10 2
0

2
22

2

aero
mass

aero
mobp

mob

mass d
C

C
d

C

C ρχρ
χ

=

Finally after rearranging, we get
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Equation 11 22

33

3
2

0 mobmobeffmobmobp

mob

mass
aeroaero dCdC

C

C
dC ρρ

χ
ρ ==

Where effective density ( eff) is defined as:

Equation 12 02

23

ρρ
χ

ρ
mobmob

aeroaero
p

mob

mass
eff

dC

dC

C

C
==

Using Equation 10 particle mass can be obtained with the help of mobility

diameter and effective density.

Equation 13 33

33

666 mobeffmob
mob

mass
p

mass
ptrue dd

C

Cd
m ρπ

χ
πρ

π
ρ ===

By rearranging we can define the effective density as the true mass divided by

the volume of mobility equivalent particle.

Equation 14
3

6 mob

true
eff

d

m

π
ρ =

As the aerodynamic diameter is an equivalent diameter, the changes in the

mobility and aerodynamic diameter are not necessary similar. E.g. if light

substance (e.g. Di-Octyl-Sebacate (DOS)) start to condense on heavy spherical

particle (e.g. silver), the aerodynamic diameter starts to decrease though the

mobility diameter and mass is increased.
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3.1 Morphology, condensation and effective density

As the larger diesel exhaust particles are formed from the smaller primary

particles through a random collision process, there is no typical shape for

agglomerate particle. However, there is a relation between particle mobility and

mass60,61. Additionally, as the effective density can be regarded as the ratio of

mass to mobility equivalent particle volume (Equation 14) the fractal dimension

(df), used to describe the ratio of mass to radius of gyration62, can also be used

to describe the behaviour of the effective density as a function of particle size

(Equation 15). This concept has also been used with diesel exhaust particles63.

Equation 15 ( ) ( ) ( )ref
ref

mob
eff d

d
df ρρ 101010 loglog3log +−−=

In Equation 15 the ref and dref are the effective density and mobility diameter at

a reference point respectively. The smaller the fractal dimension the faster the

effective density decreases as the particle mobility size increases. Value 3 for

fractal dimension corresponds to constant density. For diesel particles the

1.8g/cm3 has been measured for the bulk material density64. 1.8g/cm3 can be

regarded as the reference value ( ref) in Equation 15. The corresponding

mobility diameter (dref) value can be selected to the primary particle size. Based

on electron microscope analysis, this was estimated to be 18nm (Paper VI).

Relatively typical value for the fractal dimension of diesel exhaust particles is

~2.3, though reported values range from 2-363,65. One possible explanation for

the broad range of fractal dimension values is condensation.

As the condensing hydrocarbons are rather large, they have small diffusion

coefficient. Therefore it is enough to consider condensation in continuum region

where the condensation is related to the diameter of the particle. Combining

with Equation 15, and assuming no change in particle mobility size, it can be
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seen that due to condensation of hydrocarbons the effective density increases

with decreasing particle size. In turn this leads to decrease in the fractal

dimension.

Equation 16
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4 Measurement of effective density

Equation 12 can be directly used for calculation of effective density when

aerodynamic and mobility diameters are known. Fortunately these diameters can

be obtained from common instruments. The mobility diameter can be obtained

from the DMA and the aerodynamic diameter can be determined with an

impactor. Traditionally the DMA is used to acquire monodisperse particles to

calibrate the impactor66,67,68. Once the impactor has been calibrated with

particles of known density, the collection efficiency curves can be used to

determine the effective density of unknown particles58,69,70,71,72. In this

traditional measurement setup the DMA and impactor are in series.

New approach, based on parallel setup of ELPI and SMPS, to determine

effective density was introduced by Ahlvik, Ntziachristos, Keskinen and

Virtanen73 in 1998. The approach was based on comparison of number

distributions measured by ELPI and SMPS. Unfortunately, there was a

discrepancy between the effective densities obtained with parallel and serial

methods. Additionally, in other studies, the effective density obtained from

traditional DMA-impactor method increased the difference between ELPI and

SMPS number distributions74.
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The discrepancy in the number distributions of ELPI and SMPS is partly caused

by the simple inversion technique used in ELPI. This can be demonstrated by

simulating the ELPI response to a known mobility distribution75. Fortunately,

the non-idealities in the ELPI number distribution calculation can be avoided in

the effective density calculation if the calculation of ELPI’s number distribution

is discarded.

4.1 Parallel method – calculation with impactor kernel

In the parallel ELPI-SMPS effective density method (Paper III and IV) the

SMPS measured number distribution on mobility axis is converted to the ELPI

measured current distribution on aerodynamic axis by using the charger

efficiency curves76, impactor kernel functions77 and the effective density. The

effective density resulting in the best fit between the measured and simulated

ELPI currents is considered as the effective density of particles. As the method

is based on simultaneous parallel measurement with ELPI and SMPS, it is

nearly on-line in operation and the effective density can be obtained without any

special arrangement of the instruments. More detailed description of the method

is presented in paper III. As an extension to the constant density assumption,

used in paper III, an approach with fractal density profile is presented in paper

IV.

4.2 Performance of the parallel method

The performance of the parallel method was tested with several simulations and

laboratory measurements in paper III. The simulations give insight to sensitivity

and bias errors whereas laboratory experiments were necessary to obtain

conception of the true performance of the method.
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The simulation results in papers III and IV showed that the parallel method can

cope with some noise in the measurements. In both papers noise was added to

mobility (SMPS) distribution and ELPI currents before calculating the effective

density. For constant density (paper III) the effect of 10% root mean square

(RMS) noise in the measurements resulted in 4% variation in the calculated

effective density. The average of the results was the input density.

In the paper IV, a 2 variable model, utilizing fractal concept for the effective

density was utilized. One variable defines the effective density at the count

median diameter (CMD) and the other variable defines fractal dimension. In

these simulations, 5 and 10% RMS noise was added for SMPS and ELPI

measurements respectively. The deviation of the variables was found to depend

on the input fractal dimension. As the fractal dimension decreases, the width of

aerodynamic distribution decreases and the number of ELPI impaction stages,

where the particles are collected aerodynamically, decreases. Therefore the

result is more affected by the noise as the fractal dimension decreases. If the

fractal dimension is small enough (~1.8), large particles on the mobility axis are

aerodynamically smaller than small particles with high effective density. In such

cases the distribution is reversed on the aerodynamic axis.

The performance of the parallel method was tested also with laboratory

measurements. Though the average error in the effective density of the

laboratory experiments was relatively low, typically below 10%, a bias error

was observed even with spherical particles e.g. in DOS measurements. All the

measured densities for DOS particles were below the bulk value (Figure 7 in

paper III) with the average error less than -6%. Large error values (~30%),

especially for distributions with CMD close to 40nm, were obtained. These
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errors were considered to originate from the errors in the impactor model,

especially in the lowest impactor stages. New measurements with recently

calibrated impactor unit imply significant improvement at small particle sizes

(Figure 4). It should be noted that as the distributions have certain width it is

possible to obtain information on the effective density for the distributions

having CMD below the lowest cut-point of ELPI (~30nm) (Figure 4).

Figure 4 Comparison of old (paper III) and new measurement results for DOS

particles below 100nm. Improvements in impactor model result in more

accurate results.

However, as the impactor has been calibrated with DOS particles, the

performance with DOS particles does not verify the impactor model correctness

with particles of different effective density. In terms of average densities

laboratory measurements with several different substances resulted with nice
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agreement with material bulk densities. The difference was below 15% for all

measured materials (Figure 5). This suggested that the impactor model is valid

and method can be used for effective density measurements in general.

Figure 5 Comparison of measured effective density values with bulk densities.

Data from paper III.

After the employment of the two variable method, presented in paper IV, there

has been comparisons between the fractal dimension values of the effective

density of diesel exhaust found with parallel method to the values obtained by

other methods78. In general, the results with the parallel method have higher

fractal dimension than obtained with the DMA-impactor or DMA-APM

methods. Reason for this can be seen also with a simple simulation (Figure 6).

Simulation reveals that parallel method gives the effective density profile close
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to the CMD of the distribution79 whereas with the serial method particles larger

than CMD are usually measured. Therefore a different estimation for the slope

is obtained. The input value for the fractal dimension at the right hand side of

the distribution is lower than at the CMD. This is also verified in laboratory

measuremens79.

Figure 6 Simulation of ELPI-SMPS method response, with fractal density

profile assumption, to non-constant-fractal input density. Steepness of the slope

is given as value for fractal dimension (df) in two reference points. The ELPI-

SMPS method gives the fractal dimension in the vicinity of the CMD. The

dashed line in the background show the location and width of the diesel like

number distribution.

The difference in ELPI currents with the two density profiles presented in

Figure 6 is rather marginal as presented in Figure 7. Though there is rather

large error percentages in some of the channels, the error percentages of the 3

highest currents are rather low. Additionally, as the relative fraction of current
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outside the 3 highest channel values is low, even small errors in the calibration

or noise can vitiate the search of true density profile.

Figure 7 Normalized current distribution and percent difference between the

simulated ELPI responses to the input distribution with the two density profiles

presented in the Figure 6.

4.2.1 Effect of errors in the SMPS number distribution

As the parallel method gives density in the vicinity of the CMD, it can be

concluded, and also verified with simulations, that deformation in the shape of

the number distribution does not affect the result as long as the shape close to

the CMD of distribution is correct. However, if the distribution is shifted on the

mobility axis, the obtained effective density is affected. Example of this is

presented in Figure 8 for 1 and 2 parameter density models. The error

percentages in effective densities and the fractal dimension are presented as a

function of the error in the CMD of the mobility distribution. The CMD and
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GSD of the input distribution used in the simulation were 60nm and 1.7

respectively.

Figure 8 Error in the effective density and the fractal dimension as a function of

error in the CMD with constant and 2 parameter models. The CMD and GSD of

the input distribution were 60nm and 1.7 respectively.

4.2.2 Errors in the ELPI model

ELPI is usually calibrated with monodisperse particles obtained from

DMA43,67,80. When calibration has been done slight deviation in the consecutive

points exists81. Several explanations, such as noise, can be suggested. In

addition to the random errors, greasing of the foils82 and the amount of collected

material83 on the impaction plate, affect the collection characteristics of the

stage. These may lead to some bias error in the effective density calculation.
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Perhaps the most difficult errors in the ELPI calibration are the bias errors as the

noise errors can be overcome by measuring more calibration points. In practical

applications, one possible bias error could be hidden in the charger efficiency

curve as in the unipolar charging theories the specific dielectric constant is one

parameter84. Though it has been found that there is some difference in the

charger calibration curves with DOS and diesel soot, the origin could not be

linked to difference in dielectric constant85. Another source of possible bias

error is the existence of double charged particles. As in the DMA-impactor

measurements of diesel soot it has customary to correct the effect of double

charged particles, it should be verified that no such bias errors exist in the

calibration. For demonstrative purposes following simulation was performed:

ELPI is calibrated by measuring DMA classified unit density particles at the

CMD of a range of log-normal distributions with geometric standard deviation

(GSD) of 1.3. In the simulation particles up to three charges are exiting the

DMA. However, when calculating the collection efficiency curves, only singly

charged particles are assumed to exit the DMA. This approach leads to errors

presented in Figure 9. Though the 50% collection efficiency diameter is correct

with reasonable accuracy, there is some discrepancy at the low collection

efficiencies of each stage. The charger efficiency curve is subjected to similar

error though with the same simulation the maximum error is only 2% for the

charger efficiency curve (Efficiency calculated from current ratio).
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Figure 9 Collection efficiency curves obtained from calibration, if lognormal

distributions with GSD 1.3 are used for calibration without taking multiple

charged particles into account.

5 Mass transfer and effective density

The imbalance between vapour pressures at the surface of aerosol particle and

surrounding gas phase results in mass transfer. At saturation ratios below unity,

few molecular layers can be formed by adsorption86. When the saturation ratio

exceeds unity condensation occurs. For condensation, several, slightly different

equations have been proposed for the transition region where kinetic and

continuum region theories are combined. However, as the theories are based on

assumption of spherical particles, some simplifications from the real life have to

be made. E.g. for diesel exhaust particles that seldom have spherical shape, the

Kelvin effect is likely to differ from the theory.
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Mass transfer changes the properties of the aerosol particles. One affected

property of diesel exhaust particles is the effective density (Equation 16). As the

effective density can be calculated from the mass and mobility equivalent

particle diameter (Equation 14), simple model for changes in the effective

density can be constructed based on changes in these two parameters. Assuming

that large hydrocarbon (C28, with diameter of ~1nm, =0.8g/cm3), is adsorbed

on a 18nm soot particle so that the surface area of the particle is covered with

the hydrocarbon molecules, the effective density of the 18nm particle is

decreased from 1.8g/cm3 to 1.4g/cm3 (Figure 10) while the diameter increases

to 20nm. If the increase in the mobility diameter of the larger, non-spherical,

agglomerate is assumed to be also 2nm, the effective density is increased due to

the larger surface area (Figure 10). Additionally, it should be noted, that the

spherical shape assumed for the hydrocarbon may be incorrect. As the C-C bond

has already a length of 0.15nm, a C28 alkane could be over 4nm in length. Such

a chain on the surface of a soot particle could have an effect on the mobility and

effective density. Therefore, an adsorption layer could explain why reported

effective densities for 10-20 nm soot particles are usually below 1.8g/cm3.
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Figure 10 The effect of adsorbed (C28) hydrocarbon monolayer on the effective

density of the diesel soot particle together with the measured effective densities

with and without after treatment. Heavy-duty diesel engine. (Paper VI)

From Figure 10 it can also be seen that the difference in the measured effective

densities with and without oxidation catalyst cannot be explained with simple

adsorption model. Instead, as the decrease in the fractal dimension above 100nm

is in line with the Equation 16, condensation might be the prevailing phenomena

5.1 Tandem DMA-ELPI method

Mass transfer studies have been conducted with e.g. Millikan cell. This setup

has been widely used50 for measuring substance properties such as diffusion

coefficient87,88, saturation vapour pressure89 and surface tension90, related to

mass transfer. Another instrument setup used to study particle growth91 or

evaporation92 is Tandem-DMA system93,94. In the TDMA particle diameters are

measured with and without some sort of conditioning (Figure 11). From the
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differences in particle diameters the mass change can be calculated. However,

with particles that have voids, it could be possible that particle mass is increased

without change in mobility. Therefore, by introducing e.g. the APM or an

impactor into the TDMA setup, mass and its change can be measured also for

non-spherical particles95 (Paper V).

When an impactor is introduced into the TDMA system the particle mass and

mass changes can be determined as a function of particle size (Paper V). The

introduction of an impactor to the TDMA is not novel: an impactor has been

installed after69 and parallel96 to the 2nd DMA. However, as the parallel ELPI-

SMPS method presented in paper III can be applied to the TDMA setup (Figure

11), the advantages of TDMA can also be utilised with the same calculation

method.

The TDMA-ELPI setup can be divided into two parts (Figure 11), aerosol

conditioning and detection sections. The conditioning section consists of aerosol

source, 1st DMA and aerosol conditioner. The detection section consists of

parallel setup of ELPI and SMPS (or 2nd DMA). This division enables the use of

the same calculation procedure as with normal parallel setup (Paper III) but

utilizes the good resolution of the DMA/SMPS and without the limitations for

the shape of the effective density as a function of particle size.
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Figure 11 Basic setup of the TDMA-ELPI method. System can also be

considered as aerosol conditioning and detection sections. (Paper V)

5.1.1 Performance of the TDMA-ELPI method

The use of the superior resolution of the DMA together with an impactor

enables determination of the particle mass (Equation 13). Mass is suitable

parameter for calculation with DMA-impactor systems as errors in the DMA

classified size and effective density are partly cancelled in the impactor: I.e. if

the monodisperse particles are measured larger than true diameter the

calculation gives lower effective density for the particles. As a result 2% error in

the mobility diameter results in 6% error already in the volume but only ~4%

error in mass. The case holds even when the ELPI currents are subjected to

noise. If 2% RMS noise is assumed for the measured mobility diameter,
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together with 10% RMS noise for each channel of ELPI, 6% standard deviation

for the particle mass is obtained.

The good resolution for particle mass can be utilised in measurement of mass

change of particles. Based on the sensitivity analysis in paper V, ~17% mass

change is detected with ~95% confidence limits when the particles are in the

aerodynamic measurement range of ELPI. The smallest detection limit is

defined by the collection efficiency of ELPI’s lowest stage. This can be

estimated to be in ideal case as low as 10-19g for particles with high density.

Unfortunately, it is unlikely that such a resolution is attainable in practice.

The performance of the TDMA-ELPI concept was also tested in laboratory.

Spark generated, non-spherical silver particles were collapsed in a tube furnace

servicing as an aerosol conditioner of the TDMA-ELPI setup. The structure of

silver particles collapsed in the tube furnace providing more compact particles

having the same mass. The mass of the particles were measured before and after

the collapse. Results, presented in Figure 12, agreed well with the simulation as

the measured mass change was within 18%.
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Figure 12 The measured mass change of silver particles in collapse experiment.

(Paper V)

5.2 Application of mass change measurement

Compared to the normal TDMA measurement, the impactor enabled mass

measurement allows detection of mass change also for non-spherical particles,

which can have voids that hide the transferring matter. Examples of hidden

mass can be found e.g. in diesel exhaust measurements where thermal treatment

of particles with thermodenuder decreased the effective density but not the

mobility97. In such case mass change may not be detected in normal TDMA

measurement as there is no or negligible change in the particle mobility
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diameter (Figure 13). In such case mass transfer can be detected by monitoring

the particle effective density or mass.

Figure 13 Schematic presentation of condensation on non-spherical particle.

Negligible or no change in the mobility is observed until the voids of the

particle are filled. Between a) and b) there could be change only in the effective

density and mass, whereas in c) also the mobility diameter is significantly

increased. (Paper V)

The TDMA-ELPI method enables accurate determination of mass making it

suitable for the determination of the amount of mass transfer in the aerosol

conditioner. When the mass change of particles has been determined as a

function of particle size, the measurement points can be compared to mass

transfer theories in order to get information of the process responsible of the

mass change.

At the latest, when the voids of the particles have been filled particles start to

grow in diameter. As the flux of mass to a particle is a function of the diameter,

particles of different size have different growth rates on diameter axis. Though

larger particles have larger flux of matter on it, the small particles grow

relatively faster than the larger ones and the distribution gets narrower98. The
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particle growth affects the shape of the mass change – core particle diameter

curve (Figure 14).

Figure 14 The measured mass change of two diesel exhaust measurement series

and comparison to simulated mass change curves. The solid core diameter as x-

axis. Simulated curves assume adsorption and condensation of C28 hydrocarbon

on diesel soot particles. Condensation dominated mass transfer can be used to

explain the measured mass change. Upper limit for free volume approximated

from mobility diameter and mass (Secondary y-axis). (Paper VI)

When the mass transfer curve has been found it can be extrapolated to estimate

the amount of substance in the particulate phase as a function of particle

diameter. This enables the separation of the core and volatile mass distributions

as can be done with e.g. TDMA-APM99.
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5.2.1 Density of condensed matter and TDMA-ELPI

The mass change measurements can be used to determine the density of the

condensing matter directly from the particulate phase if two requirements are

filled (Paper V): 1) At least one of the un- or conditioned particles has to be

spherical. 2) The bulk density of the non-spherical particle is known or can be

estimated.

To test the performance of the TDMA-ELPI setup in this case, laboratory

measurements were performed with DOS coated, tube furnace generated silver

particles (Paper V). As a result, the average density value (1.04 g/cm3) for the

condensed DOS agreed rather well with the bulk value (0.912g/cm3) as

presented in Figure 15.

Figure 15 The obtained density for DOS when measured from DOS coated

silver particle core. (Paper V)
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The measurement of DOS density from coated silver particles was found to be

very sensitive to temperature changes in the DOS condenser temperature.

Difficulty in the measurement was that as the condensation starts to increase the

diameter on the silver core particle the aerodynamic diameter starts to decrease.

This means that the drag of the particles is increased more than the mass and

therefore the particles end up in the lower stages in the impactor. This may lead

to particle bounce in the impactor, which in turn leads to underestimation of

particle mass.

The density of the condensed matter on diesel exhaust particles was also

measured with heavy duty diesel engine (Paper VI). The density result,

presented in Figure 16, agreed to previous studies suggesting densities close to

lubricating oil or C28 100 . The density was calculated for the series 2 of Figure

14 where particle growth was observed and particles could be assumed to be

spherical. As the small particles grow faster than larger ones, they get spherical

earlier during the condensation and fulfil the requirement 1 for the condensed

density measurement. When particles have not yet become spherical, but

slightly increased in diameter the volume of the condensed matter is

overestimated. This overestimation leads to underestimation of volatile matter

density as seen for the larger particles in Figure 16.
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Figure 16 The measured density of volatile matter from the diesel exhaust

particles. Calculated from the series 2 of Figure 14. If particles have not become

spherical, the volatile matter density will be underestimated (dp>40nm). Small

marker refer to point at the detection limit.

6 Performance comparison of ELPI-SMPS and

TDMA-ELPI methods

In this chapter few simulations are made in order to demonstrate the

performance differences between the ELPI-SMPS and TDMA-ELPI methods.

The goal is to demonstrate how the condensation affects the results of the

TDMA-ELPI and 2-parameter ELPI-SMPS methods. In all simulations ideal

operation of both instruments without noise is assumed.
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In the first simulation a diesel like particulate distribution is subjected to slight

condensation and difference in the response of normal parallel ELPI–SMPS

measurement system is considered. The input effective density profiles, case 1

(without condensation) and case 2 (with condensation), together with the

obtained results (Fit) are presented in Figure 17. It can be seen from Figure 17

that slight condensation results in only small change in the result. Note that the

fractal dimension, obtained from the ELPI-SMPS method is increased in this

case, indicating mass increase of the particles.

Figure 17 Simulation of detection of condensation from parallel ELPI-SMPS

measurements. Input density profile from Figure 6 added with condensation.

Comparison of the results (Fit) obtained with ELPI-SMPS method with (Case 2)

and without (Case 1) condensation. The dashed line in the background shows

the location and width of the diesel like number distribution used as input.

In a case of heavy condensation (case 3), when a particle growth occurs, more

radical changes in the effective density profile may occur. In Figure 18 the
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distribution presented in Figure 6 and Figure 17 is subjected to condensation of

series 2 presented in Figure 14. Changes can be seen already in the shape of

number distribution and significant drop of effective density is observed at

small diameters. The shape of the true effective density is not very similar to the

2 parameter model though the effective density at the CMD is quite close to the

true value.

Figure 18 Simulation on effect of heavy condensation to parallel ELPI-SMPS

density measurement. Input dry density profile from Figure 6 added with

condensation of series 2 from Figure 14. The simulation result for number

distribution plotted with dashed line in the background to visualise changes in

the shape of the distribution.

Though the parallel ELPI-SMPS method is unable to find the correct effective

density in the case of Figure 18, the method gives right indication for the mass

change in the cases in figures 17 and 18. Therefore the parallel ELPI-SMPS

method can be used to indicate the changes in aerosol mass.
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The resolution of the parallel method is limited by the number of impactor

stages that collect particles aerodynamically. Though in cases III and IV the

amount of information is limited by the assumptions in density profile, it could

be useful in some cases not to make any assumptions for the effective density.

In practice, it is possible to construct an algorithm where no assumptions for the

effective density profile are needed with the ELPI-SMPS method. For example

by connecting the effective density of consequent SMPS mobility diameter bins

together and using and e.g. a genetic algorithm (GA) to minimise the difference

between the simulated and measured ELPI currents no assumptions have to be

made for the effective density profile. This approach finds the effective density

in the vicinity of the mobility CMD as the methods presented in papers III and

IV. In Figure 19 a simulation results with this approach to the condensation

cases of figures 17 and 18 together with comparison to the TDMA-ELPI method

is presented. In an ideal case, this method could bring some additional

information about the shape of the effective density profile. In practice

measurement noise is likely to ruin the sensitivity far away from the CMD.
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Figure 19 Input effective densities and the results obtained with the ELPI-

SMPS using genetic algorithm and TDMA-ELPI method in different cases. a)

Presenting results with no (case 1) or slight condensation (case2). b) Presenting

results with heavy condensation (case 3). The dashed line in the background

shows the location and width of the diesel like number distribution used as

input.
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7 Summary and conclusions

Accurate, representative and reproducible measurement information is needed

in many research areas. In aerosol research the acquirement of experimental

information starts with taking a sample. This initial step can already strongly

affect the composition of sampled aerosol particles. Therefore it is necessary to

realise, how the characteristics of the particles are changed during sampling and

dilution. Additionally, it is important to know if the instrument response is

affected by the changes in the particle composition or other parameters.

Fortunately, no sign of evaporation of the nucleation mode particles were

observed when the sub-zero sample was measured with instruments located at

room temperature. This finding suggests that the instruments can be located at

normal room temperature even when sub-zero exhaust sample is being

measured.

As the effective density calculation method presented in paper III is being

employed by other research groups, this thesis tries to help understanding of the

possibilities and restrictions of the parallel ELPI-SMPS method and its

application in the TDMA system, presented in paper V. However, it should be

noted that most of the simulations were conducted with distributions having

lognormal shape. With other kind of distributions and externally mixed aerosols

the interpretation of the results may become more complex.

The simulations and laboratory experiments suggest that ELPI-SMPS and

TDMA-ELPI methods are both suitable for determining the effective density of

particles. Whereas the ELPI-SMPS method is practically suitable only for

determination of the effective density or its profile in the vicinity of the CMD,
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the TDMA-ELPI method enables determination of particle mass and possible

mass transfer. As the measured mass change of particles in the TDMA-system

could be explained with mass transfer theories, the separation of volatile and

solid mass distributions is possible by inter-/extrapolating the theoretical curve

fitted to the measurement results.

The recent advances in the real time mobility distribution measurement, such as

fast mobility particle sizer (FMPS), enable the measurement of effective density

in real time with the technique presented in papers III and IV. In addition, the

method presented in paper III can be used to estimate the average densities for

each mode of multi-modal size distributions in outdoor measurements39.
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